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INTRODUCTION
The Southern Illinois Coalition for Children and Families (SICC&F) provides leadership and support that
builds strong communities, strengthens families, and promotes children’s success in school and life.
From November 10th to December 31st, 2020 the Coalition conducted an online survey to hear from
residents across all fifteen counties in southern Illinois. The purpose of the survey was to better
understand the impact of COVID-19 on our area’s children and families.
A total 201 survey responses were received. These came from across all fifteen counties in Southern
Illinois with the largest number of responses coming from Williamson County. Women were the
largest group of respondents. Thought the survey deadline was extended and resent to key partners to
assist in the distribution, a significant majority of survey respondents identified themselves as
white/Caucasian. Survey respondents represented a diversity of household sizes and a wide variety of
occupations though it was noted that two groups that were significantly under-represented were stayat-home moms and people who were currently unemployment. A copy of the survey summary can be
accessed using this link or can be found in Appendix A.
Once the survey data had been compiled, a series of three Thought-Partner Sessions. The sessions
each focused on a primary area of the Coalition’s work. The 3 sessions were:
•
•
•

Early Learning and School Readiness (February 17th, 2021)
Children’s Health (February 24th, 2021)
Strong Families (March 3rd, 2021)

Each session invited participants into a deeper conversation about the survey data and what it might
highlight about the changing needs of area families. A copy of the session agenda and slide
presentation can be found in Appendix B of this document. The thoughts and ideas shared at these
sessions are summarized here to be shared with participants. The input generated from all the
sessions is now being reviewed by the Coalition and the results from the three sessions are being
reviewed in order to identify commonalities and differences. The data generated from the three
sessions will then be used by the Coalition to consider how to adapt and pivot its work to best support
families during the recovery and allows us to prioritize our resources.

COMMUNITY SENSE-MAKING OF SICC&F COALITION SURVEY
A total of sixty participants attended and shared insights in the three Thought Partner sessions. The breakdown
of participation across the three sessions was:
• A total of 23 participants attended the Thought Partner session on Early Learning & School Readiness on
February 17th, 21
• A total of 22 participants attended the Thought Partner session on Children’s Health on February 24 th,21
• A total of 15 participants attended the Thought Partner Session on Strong Families held on March 3rd, 21
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Each of these sessions invited participants into a deeper conversation about the information contained within a
survey. Specifically, each of the sessions invited participants to:
• Reflect on who we heard from and who was missing in the survey responses as well as what the missing
perspectives might have helped us to better understand
• Focus specifically on the top concerns identified within their topic area and what stands out in that data
as well as what questions the data raised for them; and,
• Consider any “other concerns” that survey participants identified within their specific topic area

Highlights generated from each of three sessions is outlined below:

WHO DID WE HEAR FROM IN THE SICC&F SURVEY?
After reviewing demographic data about who responded to the survey participants were asked to
identify other perspectives they wish had been represented and what they thought those perspectives
might offer. Highlights from these conversations are noted below
Who Did We Hear From? | Early Learning and School Readiness
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Who Did We Hear From? | Children’s Health

Who Did We Hear From? | Strong Families
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INSIGHTS FROM TOP CONCERNS OF THE THREE THEME AREAS OF THE SURVEY
Reflecting on Top Concerns | Early Learning and School Readiness
After reviewing data about the top concerns of survey participants related to the 3 topic areas,
participants noted what stood out for them and what questions the data raised. Highlights are below:

Reflecting on Top Concerns | Children’s Health
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Reflecting on Top Concerns | Strong Families

INSIGHTS FROM OTHER ISSUE WITHIN THE THREE THEME AREAS OF THE SURVEY
Beyond the top issues explored for each theme area, survey respondents listed several other issues
that they believed deserved consideration. Participants were invited to review and discuss these other
issues noted by participants. Their reflections and insights are noted below:
Reflecting on Other Issues | Early Learning and School
Readiness

Reflecting on Other Issues | Children’s Health
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Reflecting on Other Issues | Strong Families

BRAINSTORMING AND PRIORITIZING CRITICAL SHIFTS FOR THE THREE THEME AREAS
Reflecting on the insights and questions generated by participants in response to the survey findings,
participants were then asked to brainstorm critical shifts which are defined as specific
“problem/priority spaces” that the Coalition might want to focus attention on designing solutions for.
After the brainstormed shifts were shared, like ideas were clustered together and participants were
then offered 3 “votes” and asked to prioritize their top choices using the suggested criteria below.
CRITERIA FOR PRIORITIZING POSSIBLE SHIFTS
•
•
•
•

What shift will advance our Coalition’s goal most powerfully?
What shift, if we solved it first, would enable other shifts to happen more powerfully and/or more easily?
Which shifts would NOT happen without a collaborative effort like ours to move them forward?
Which shifts generate broad community energy, enthusiasm and leadership?
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Possible Critical Shifts | Children’s Health
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Possible Critical Shifts | Strong Families
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CONCLUSION
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Appendix A
SCIFF&C SURVEY SUMMARY
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Community Survey Results: January 2021
From November 10, 2020 through December 31, 2020, the Southern Illinois Coalition for Children and
Families conducted an online survey of residents in the southern fifteen counties in Illinois. The
purpose of the survey was to help better understand the challenges children and families are facing in
accessing the programs and services they want and need. Survey results will be used to help prioritize
the Coalition’s efforts in building a well-coordinated, cross sector system to support young children and
their families. We thank those who took the time to complete the survey and are excited to share the
detailed results below.

Who Responded?
The Coalition received a total of 201 responses to the online survey. Responses were received from all
15 counties and in relative proportion to the county’s populations. The largest response came from
individuals in Williamson county
( 43%). Women were the largest group of respondents. In terms
of age, with just under one-third (32.66%) of the respondents reported their age between 32 and were
between the ages of thirty-two (32) to forty-four (44). A more detailed breakdown of the responses
follows.
Responses by County

Response by Age
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Response by Age

Response by Gender

Race and Ethnicity: Even after extending the timeline the survey was open and resending to key
partners for distribution, survey results did not represent the diversity of the region. 91.4% of the
survey respondents were white/ Caucasian. 5.97% of the respondents identified themselves as Black
or African American and only 1.49% identified themselves as Hispanic or Latino. The remaining
respondents identified as American Indian or Alaska Native (.5%), other race (.5%) and 1 individual
chose not to identify themselves by race at all.
When defining their households, respondents answered as follows:
Total Household Size

Household Status

Has a Child with Special Needs

Ages of Children in the Household
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A relatively small number of respondents (34 or 16.91%) reported a family size greater than four. Ane
equal number of respondents (34.04%) reported children in their homes between the age of seven to
twelve and ages twelve to nineteen. A large number of survey respondents reported no children under
the age of nineteen in their households.
Occupations: Respondent reported working a variety of different jobs and vocations that may have
some impact on their responses. Among the greatest sectors represented included educators, social
work and social service professionals, medical professionals, office and business professionals and
community representatives such as librarians and civic leaders. A severely under represented group
include stay and home moms and those who are currently unemployed.

What Did They Tell Us?
Children’s Health
What do you think are the top 3 issues that should be addressed by the
Coalition in terms of children's health? If something you feel important
is not listed, please add it to the list.

Other health needs identified included counseling for children who have been abused, child sexual
abuse prevention and awareness, better access to autism screenings, screening for sensory disorders,
services for neuro-atypical kids, teaching coping, assertiveness and refusal skills, and personal safety
education, dental care (both exams and treatment) childhood and family obesity, excessive screen
time and parent education.
Early Learning and School Readiness
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Other needs identified included help for children from low income families, screening, access to FREE
early learning programs, personal body safety, and working with families in the home - helping parents
learn how to interact with their children that will include helping the child learn through play. Parents
that are given "more work" to do with their children will not do it without in-person guidance.
Educating parents about school readiness, encouraging family involvement, online support for early
learners, early literacy and free play were also noted as critical to school readiness.
Strong Families
From your perspective, what are the three biggest concerns/ needs for families in your
community?

Other issues identified included transportation, lack of knowledge and understanding about mental
health needs/ symptoms, addiction treatment and mental health interventions, and pediatric
psychiatry. Several respondents mentioned the need for more parent education, on a variety of
different subject including proper vehicle restraints, and school involvement and engagement in their
child’s learning. Overall resources to provide family stability and resources for special family needs (
such as Christmas) was also identified.
Overall Comments:
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Thirty-one (32) respondents made additional comments and/ or suggestion. Many were general in
nature but three specific issue areas were identified. They included:
Social Emotional Development/ Mental Health
-

-

social emotional needs for children and families need to be a priority and self-care for staff is also
important.
Need for 3 tier intervention in child care centers for academics and behavioral.
Our schools and communities need councilors who are well informed with the subject of childhood
anxiety, panic disorders, social phobias, etc.
I see so many children in my school who are being raised by screens or whose screen time is not being
monitored effectively. Parent education regarding this (and how to manage it, what alternatives there
are) would be helpful. I understand that there are more critical needs for some children who are dealing
with bigger problems, but the device addiction is widespread and so problematic for brain development.

-

We very desperately need more mental health providers that specialize with children in this
area

-

Would love to see more mental health services for parents/families - closest MH provider is 20
mins away in Eldorado and parents are already overwhelmed. Gentle parenting/discipline
seems to be a need here. Which is tied into having mental health services for parents available.

Child Care Access/ Quality and Access
- City leaders need to do more to connect with the general public and families in particular
-

I the "qualified staff" requirement has put daycare facilities in a tough bind, because they cannot pay a
teacher qualified staff enough or provide benefits that someone with a college degree should earn.
Children can learn best from parents that are involved with them - not shipped off to a daycare. Today's
parents need to be trained to be parents that will educate their children through play. What is to be
gained by institutionalizing children from birth??? Hasn't really worked in the U.S. so far. Funding for
early childhood education needs to be made available for a larger population than just the lower
incomes. Funding needs to go to the facilities and programs such as Head Start to reach the at-risk
children - including children that may not meet the poverty bracket.

-

I feel that there is not enough collaboration between the school system and child care centers on what
is needed to have children successfully transfer from a child care setting to a public-school system. Child
care teachers are not considerate educators in the eyes of public-school teachers.

-

Having qualified teaching staff is a huge issue in our area. Those of us whom are qualified are plugged
into anything and everything because we are some of the few still concerned and interested in Quality
Childcare and teaching young children. With Colleges getting rid of there ECE programs and Counselors
not promoting ECE soon we will be left without any teachers. DCFS as you know has qualifications to be
a Teacher or Director. No one is going into those programs because students are not being given the
information and benefits of working in the childcare industry. I do see so many positive changes and feel
the government and those who support us are moving in the right direction. But something has to be
done now.
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-

-

More affordable all-day child-care programs for preK children.
We need more awareness of the childcare shortages in the area brought to the attention of city leaders.
This is a growing problem that entire communities need to step up and address. Awareness would
hopefully emphasize the impact on workforce and local economies. It was a problem before COVID and
it's an even bigger problem now.
Parenting/ Family Education
In all respect I see children that are being raised to stay children with no encouragement for attaining
self-help skills. They are unaware of their surroundings and how to act with other children.

-

Since Chromebooks have been intertwined with school the Parent to Teacher communication has
disappeared. My son is in the 10th grade and from the 6th grade till now I have been contacted and I
also work in the MU2 district. My 9yr old granddaughter can read better than my son yet in 9th grade he
asked his Teacher to be removed from Reading Enrichment they did so and I was NEVER contacted!
Really, he failed English in the 8th grade and that's ok!? As a parent I feel helpless. As a employee I'm
ashamed.

-

It is essential for parents and children to have the support available to help them succeed, especially
now as we deal with the ongoing pandemic and the repercussions emotionally, psychologically,
financially, physically, etc. Helping build the foundation with love and support from many areas and
addressing the necessities that are needed is imperative for our families to thrive. We have come a long
way, but still have much more to go. There are so many various family units, styles, cultures, etc, and
coming up with a culturally sensitive approach is so important. Thank you for wanting to gather
information, help, and have our voice heard.

What Comes Next?
Now that the survey has closed and results have been collected, the Coalition will be
conducting 3 special “though partner” sessions with community representatives and leaders to
determine what should be the Coalition’s focus/ priorities for the next three years. The
“thought partner” sessions will be held via zoom and facilitated by a representative from the
Tamarack Institute of Canada. Tamarack is a world leader in collective impact and community
change. Each thought partner sessions will focus on one area only.
The sessions are scheduled as follows:
•
•
•

February 10th 9:30 am- 11:00 am STRONG FAMILIES
February 17th 9:30 am- 11:00 am SCHOOL READINESS
February 24th9:30 am- 11:00 am CHILDREN’S HEALTH

Anyone interested in attending should contact the Coalition at southernillinoiscoalition@gmail.com .
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Appendix B
SCIFF&C THOUGHT-PARTNER SESSION
AGENDA AND PRESENTATION
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SICC&F EARLY EDUCATION & SCHOOL READINESS Thought Partner Engagement Session
February 17th, 2021 | 9:00 – 11:00 am CT (10:00 am – 12:00 pm ET)
Zoom Meeting Login: https://zoom.us/j/92158275961?pwd=OFB5UVVWT3lkT3BvYjNER0VveXJwdz09
Passcode: 098885 | Meeting ID: 921 5827 5961

Session Goals: (estimate 20-25 participants)
• To broaden awareness of the Coalition and its areas of work
• Share data and insights impacting the theme area of the Coalition’s work
• Contribute to collective sense-making and possible priorities for the Coalition’s work
• Identify potential contributions from participants and other potential stakeholders
TIME
ACTIVITY
Welcome & Making Connections
• Welcome
o Acknowledge Session Hosts & introduce Sylvia

9:00 – 9:10 am
(10 min)

• Review session goals and agenda
• Housekeeping

WHO

Session
Host

o Ask people’s permission to record and capture chats so we can capture discussion

• Who’s In the Virtual Room?
o Identify sectors, perspectives and geographies of participants

9:10 – 9:25 am
(15 min)

Overview of the Work of the SI Coalition for Children and Families
• History of SICC&F (10 min)
o
o
o
o

Review SICC&F Mission & Purpose
Achievements and Insights about How we Work
Overview of Key Areas of Focus
Participant Q&A and Insights

Session
Host

Deep Dive into the Session Theme: Early Education and School Readiness
• Overview of the theme areas for this session
Who did we hear from?
o REFLECTION/DIALOGUE QUESTION:
What other perspectives would do you wish were represented?
What might that perspective help us better understand?

SHOW DATA & RESULTS
o REFLECTION/DIALOGUE QUESTION:
Looking at the ranking of these issues, what stands out for you? What
questions does it raise?

9:25 – 9:55 am
(30 min)

Participants “other” comments related to Early Education and School
Readiness surfaced the following themes:
Support for children in low-income families
Access to free early learning programs
Personal body safety
In-home parent education re: learning through play
Parent education about school readiness and early literacy
Encouraging family involvement
Online support for early learners
Child Care Quality & Access (from overall survey comments)
o REFLECTION/DIALOGUE QUESTION:

Sylvia & All

What stands out for you after reviewing this data? What questions does it
raise?
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TIME
9:55 – 10:15
am
(20 min)

10:15 – 10:45
am
(30 min)

10:45 – 10:55
am
(10 min)

11:00 am

ACTIVITY
Small Group Report Out & Set Up for Critical Shifts Exercise
• Small Group Dialogue Report-Out (15 min)
o Each of the 4 small groups has 2 minutes to share top 3 highlights
o Whole Group insights and observations are shared
• Explain and Set-Up Critical Shifts Small Group Exercise (5 min)
o Explain what is meant by “critical shifts”
o Generate possible “critical shifts” in small groups (or individual and then
whole group)

WHO
Sylvia & All

Small Group Exercise Re: Brainstorming & Prioritizing Possible Critical Shifts
• Small Group Work (15 min)
o Individuals are asked to brainstorm their own critical shifts (5 mins)
o Individuals share to create a shared list of possible critical shifts in Mural
o Individuals are asked to select their top 3 priorities from the group’s list
• Whole Group Report Out & Prioritize (15 min)
o Each of the 4 small groups has 3 minutes to share their top 3 critical shift
priorities and respond to questions from others
o Whole Group notes similarities and differences
o Whole Group identifies insights and observations

Sylvia & All

Final Reflections & Wrap-Up
• Thank participants for their input
• Complete a poll re: Stakeholder Wheel of Engagement
• Promise to share summary notes from today with participants
• Commit to sharing periodic updates with the group as info becomes available
Invite participants to share a word and/or phrase about what they’re taking away from
this session

Session
Host

Session Adjourns
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